
EXISTENTIAL MEATBALL 
 

(Setting: On top of an enormous tray of spaghetti with Mookie and Roberta, who are meatballs) 
 
MOOKIE: Look, all I’m saying is that there’s something beyond our understanding at work.  
 
ROBERTA: And all I’m saying is it’s just a coincidence. 
 
MOOKIE: Coincidence? We used to be cows. Then some jerk cut us up and smooshed us into 
little spheres and suddenly we’re bestowed with consciousness? Why? What does it mean? 
 
ROBERTA: Nothing in particular. Nothing at all, in fact. Look, we both agree that there are 
certain arrangements of meat that form -- well, that form minds. Beings capable of perceiving 
their own being. And people make millions of meatballs every day: millions and millions of cow 
pieces smooshed about and twisted and wrapped up in every combination possible. Of course 
eventually a few of us would happen to be smooshed together in the right way. 
 

(DUDE, a man much larger than the tray of spaghetti, enters.) 
 
ROBERTA (with utmost seriousness): Who says we’re the first? (pointing to DUDE) He doesn’t 
hear us. He doesn’t know what we are. He’ll never know. Nobody will ever know. Are we the 
first? The hundredth? The millionth? Who can say? But... if this happened once, then it could 
happen again. Couldn’t it? Of course it could - it has to. So we can hope. That this isn't it for us. 
That in the millions of meatballs that are, there’s repetition. That’s it. That’s the hope. That the 
machines will make us again. And we--- not we, but copies indistinguishable from us, will live 
again. And die again. Over and over. That’s what it means. Over and over. Once again we are 
born. Once again we are lathered in tomato sauce. And once again we face the fork, the teeth, 
and whatever lies beyond. But we do so with open arms. For all things have a purpose. And if 
this is ours, we will face the end with dignity and courage, as our great bovine ancestors once 
did.  
 

(A pause. ROBERTA stands supported by a sort of inward power as MOOKIE looks on.) 
 
DUDE: Mmmmm. Spaghetti. 
 

(The dude eats some of the spaghetti, including Roberta) 
 
MOOKIE: No Roberta noooooo. 
 

(Blackout) 


